There are no words in our vocabulary to express my admiration and gratitude for the high level
of professionalism and competence that the Exquisite Smiles team is representing and is
continuously proving! I am here to say that the world-class dentistry is shining from the
Exquisite Smiles dental office in Oak Park, Illinois! It is a true diamond! This is a place where the
art in dentistry meets the science, and where these 2 factors have a common denominator: a
heart. You will never feel like a "next one, please! - patient" on a business conveyer belt. The
team is not only highly skilled but also warm and compassionate. They will LISTEN to you and
will HEAR you. Your case will be meticulously and professionally analyzed. You'll be given
diagnosis with a razor-sharp accuracy. The findings will be discussed with you and all questions
will be answered. And the best treatment (with the best materials!) will be provided. The
doctors will do their utmost to save each and every single tooth before they opt for the
extraction. What you pay is a fair investment and you'll have a million in return - a million of a
different value that exceeds a value of any money because what you'll receive in return is your
health, a peace in your mind and joy in your soul! Small cases or complex - all are addressed
with the same top-notch level care.
People who create the Exquisite Smiles team - they are GIANTS in Dentistry - they are true
masters, both individually in their specific profession and working in a team!
The Exquisite Smiles is a high-tech equipped train with powerful and well-oiled engine, with the
best fuel, best parts and best materials and with a world class service - all run by high level
skilled drivers (Doctors!) and highly experienced crew (dental assistants, the office manager,
business assistants and dental hygienists). The entire machinery works timely, precisely and in
perfect sync.
Do I recommend a trip on this train? Yes, 100%! Hop on board - it will take you where you need
to be - no mistaken roads, no wrong stations, no missed destination. You'll be satisfied and
youll keep coming back any time you need to take a trip when great smile and health are your
destination.
Here is my story briefly:
My case was very complicated from the very start, I had a car accident that added a lot of
drama to the already then-existing issues with my smile. I received first aid (the hospital ER and
the maxillofacial specialists).
It was also revealed to me at that time that the treatment ideas that had been suggested to me
for the last ~teen years by my previous dentists had not been the best suggestions to follow. I
was advised to seek for a good dental specialist not only for the reconstruction of the accidentrelated situation but for the further general dental care. How do you find the best, honest and
not business-only oriented dentist?! It's not an easy task! You search online and you ask friends

for recommendations and you try to listen to your guts. I dialed multiple numbers of different
dental offices and I mostly heard the business oriented "cordial" voices on the other end of the
phone. Someone recommended me the Exquisite Smiles - I dialed the number and my guts
were soothed form the very start. I followed my feelings - it was one of the best decisions in my
life!
Dr. Joseph M. Burbick - HE is my hero. I call him Maestro as he DOES deserve a special
recognition on the Pantheon of Masters in Dentistry. Long story short - I've been Maestro's
patient for many years. I owe him a lot - he dug me out from the debris and wreckage of my
dental drama and he placed me back on the surface of the social life where I can function
normally again: talk, eat and laugh with other people in full confidence in my smile. Dr. Burbick
is retired now but I send him my kudos every single day and every time I look in a mirror. He is a
Great Dentist with a wonderful heart!
I grant my highest accolades to Dr. Richard T. Welindt who is yet another Giant on the
Pantheon of Masters in Dentistry and yet another Great Dentist with a wonderful heart! Pve
got a privilege to encounter Dr. Welindt while still being a patient of Dr. Burbick. And Dr.
Welindt is the Captain of my dental situation now - I have trust and admiration for his
professionalism and competence, the same that I have for Dr. Burbick. I have new challenges
occurring in my mouth and in spite of their seriousness I remain calm as I know that all will be
taken care of in the best way - the way that ultimately will bring happy results.
Dr. Valerie Levrant joined the team recently. The very fact that Dr. Levrant is in the driver$ cab
of the
Exquisite Smiles train, together with the other drivers - this indicates that Dr. Levrant is yet
another Giant and her professionalism is a warranty that your dental journey will be executed
masterly.
The entire team - Jo Ann, Janine, Maryann, Sarah, Mariella, Yacenia, Diane, Kate, Marcia, Kim you are excellent! Thank You to ALL!
-Tatiana S.

